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Overture to Russian and Ludmilla

Serenade for String Orchestra, Op. 48
I. Pezzo in forma di Sonatina
II. Waltz
III. Élégie
IV. Finale (Tema Russo)

INTERMISSION

The Rite of Spring (Le Sacre du Printemps)

First Part—Adoration of the Earth
Introduction
The Augurs of Spring-Dances of the Young Girls
Ritual of Abduction
Spring Rounds
Ritual of the Rival Tribes
Procession of the Sage
The Sage
Dance of the Earth

Second Part—The Sacrifice
Introduction
Mystic Circles of the Young Girls
Glorification of the Chosen One
Evocation of the Ancestors
Sacrificial Dance (The Chosen One)
Orchestra Personnel

Violin I
Jennifer Hanlin ’91
   Concertmistress
Valerie Clemans ’91
Julie Leegwater-Kim ’91
Marie Winget ’93
Christine Sohn ’94
Jason Posnock ’94
Caroline Hu ’94
Ho Bun Chan ’93
Eric Hu ’93
Li An ’93
David Ben-Zvi ’94
Jonathan Ego!’92
Eric Peng ’94
Sujean Kim ’92

Viola
* Andrew Shapiro ’92
David Rostker ’93
Carey Lumeng ’92
Robert McCann GS
Jason Duckworth ’94
John Behrle
Debra Rienstra
Richard Kaplan
Greg Sewell ’93

Violin II
* Jennifer Goldberg ’93
Philip Chung ’92
Becky Jones ’92
Mark Kawaguchi ’93
Bryan Lee ’91
Tim Hsu GS
Kenneth Chuang ’93
Stephen Lin ’92
Rebecca Mechanic ’94
Dugald McConnell ’93
Marion Hourdequin ’94
Adam Polcyn ’92
Janice Tsai ’94

Cello
* Judy Tsui ’91
Sonna Kim ’92
Lisa Clemans ’94
Ann Kim ’94
Alfred Moon ’94
David Park ’94
Nat Miller ’94
Jen Wang ’93

Bass
* David Reiley ’91
Peter Knell ’92
Katherine Geiersbach ’93
Patrick Gorman
Lisa Perry
Michael Pratt

Conductor of the Princeton University Orchestra and Opera Theater since 1977, Michael Pratt also holds positions as Artistic Director of the June Opera Festival (which he founded with Peter Westergaard) and Music Director of the Delaware Valley Philharmonic. Previous to the latter appointment, he held the position of Associate Conductor of the New Jersey Symphony for five years. In his years at Princeton he has conducted works ranging in scale from Stravinsky's *A Soldier's Tale* to Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony. He has also conducted numerous premieres at Princeton, including the U.S. premiere of Beethoven's *Leonore*, the original version of *Fidelio*, and new works by Princeton composers. In January of 1990 he took the University Orchestra on a highly successful tour of the East Coast, with concerts in Washington and Baltimore.

Pratt has performed with some of the leading ensembles in the United States, including the orchestras of Atlanta, Indianapolis, Rochester, the Boston Symphony Chamber Players, Opera Delaware, and the Griffin Ensemble. He has studied with Gustav Meier, Gunther Schuller and Otto Werner-Mueller.
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**PRINCETON UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA T-SHIRTS**

A limited number of Princeton University Orchestra *Rite of Spring* T-shirts are here and will be on sale for ten dollars apiece after the concert.

---

*Stuart Mindlin became a member of the Princeton University Orchestra shortly after his arrival in Princeton. He died in 1988, and each year a special program is given in his memory.*